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B ! �� DECAY FROM QCD LIGHT-CONESUM RULES�P. UrbanInstitut für Theoretishe Teilhenphysik, Universität Karlsruhe76128 Karlsruhe, GermanyandHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived May 5, 2003)We alulate the ontribution to the B ! �� deay from gluoni pen-guin operator, O8g , inluding both hard O(�s) and soft gluon e�ets. Asexpeted, the soft e�ets enter at order 1=m2b , but are numerially of thesame order as the hard ones, indiating the neessity of taking them intoaount.PACS numbers: 12.38.Lg, 11.55.Hx, 13.25.Hw1. IntrodutionUnderstanding CP violation within the Standard Model requires infor-mation on the angles of the unitarity triangles of the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa mixing matrix (CKM) [1℄. In the area of B physis, whih isurrently extensively investigated in experiments [2℄, the proess B ! ��provides means of �nding sin 2�, whih is related to the asymmetry [3℄aCP = � (B0d(t)! �+��)� � (B0d(t)! �+��)� (B0d(t)! �+��) + � (B0d(t)! �+��) : (1)The nonleptoni B deays are desribed by an e�etive Hamiltonian. Whilethe Wilson oe�ients appearing in this Hamiltonian an be omputed per-turbatively, the main problem in evaluating the transition probabilities arethe matrix elements of the operators mediating the deays. These are essen-tially non-perturbative quantities and must be found using other methods,� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Heavy Flavors, Craow, Poland,January 3�6, 2003. (4411)



4412 P. Urbane.g. fatorization, lattie or sum rules. The possibility of deduing informa-tion on B ! �� deay from the lattie seems remote, while fatorization andsum rules o�er interesting ways of estimating the pertinent matrix elements.Reently, new fatorization theorems have been proved for non-leptoniB deays [4℄, whih turns fatorization into a systemati sheme, in parti-ular allowing estimation of errors related to higher order terms. In the limitof in�nite b quark mass, exat preditions an be made using this approah.The orretions to suh preditions originating from the �niteness of thereal quark mass are, however, worth examining in a quantitative way. Itis not lear whether the formally power suppressed terms are numeriallysigni�ant. The light-one sum rules (LCSR) method is an exellent modelto reliably ompare the impat of fatorizable and non-fatorizable e�ets,even though it is inherently of limited auray. The main advantage of thisapproah is that both hard and soft gluon e�ets are evaluated in the samesheme.The method of light-one sum rules [5�7℄ for B ! �� deays has beenproposed in Ref. [8℄. The results presented in this paper were alulated inRef. [9℄. We ompute the ontribution of the gluoni penguin operator tothe B ! �� deay. Apart from being interesting phenomenologially in itsown right, this operator, O8g, gives us the opportunity to apply the LCSRmethod without having to do two-loop omputations, as is the ase for theremaining operators.In the next setion, we will brie�y present the method of light-one sumrules as applied to the B deay to two pions. Then we will show the resultfor the matrix element of O8g for this deay analytially and then disussthe numeris. For omparison, we quote the result from the fatorizationmethod. We onlude with a summary and outlook.2. MethodThe e�etive Hamiltonian to desribe B ! �� deays an be writtenHW = GFp2��u ��1(�) + 2(�)3 �O1(�) + 22(�) eO1(�)�+ : : :+ �t8g(�)O8g(�)� ; (2)where �u = VubV �ud, �t = VtbV �td and we have displayed only the most impor-tant operators and the gluoni penguin operator O8g, whih is of our interestin this paper:O1 = ( �d��u)(�u� �b) ; eO1 = � �d���a2 u���u� ��a2 b� ; (3)



B ! �� Deay from QCD Light-Cone Sum Rules 4413O8g = mb8�2 �d���(1 + 5)�a2 gsGa��b : (4)where �� = �(1� 5) and mb is the b quark mass. The ontribution of theoperator O1 in the emission topology is the main one in the ase of B !�+�� deays and is referred to as the fatorizable ontribution although itmust be stressed that other operators appearing in the e�etive Hamiltonian(2) are aessible in the framework of QCD fatorization. However, it makessense to express the size of the remaining ontributions in terms of thisleading naively fatorized one beause it is often the dominant one.In order to �nd the matrix element hBjO8gj��i, we de�ne the orrelationfuntion F�(p; q; k) = �Z d4x d4y e�i(p�q)x+i(p�k)y�h 0 j T nj(�)�5 (y)O8g(0)j(B)5 (x)o j ��(q)i ; (5)where the quark urrents j(�)�5 = �u�5d and j(B)5 = mb�bi5d interpolate� and B mesons, respetively. This orrelation funtion is evaluated inthe spaelike region of the variables s1 = (p � k)2, s2 = (p � q)2, andQ2 = (p � q � k)2. Then the result is analytially ontinued and mathedwith the double dispersion relation to give a sum rule for the desired matrixelement, see [8,9℄ for details. After Borel transformations in the variables s1and s2, the �nal formula for the matrix element is [8℄h��(p)�+(�q) j O8g j B(p� q)i= �i�2f�fBm2B s�0Z0 dse�s1=M21 sB0Zm2b ds2e(m2B�s2)=M22 Ims1Ims2F (s1; s2;m2B);(6)where F is the part of the orrelation funtion F� (5) proportional to themomentum (p� k):F� = (p� k)�F + q� ~F1 + k� ~F2 + �����q�p�k� ~F3 ; (7)and the thresholds s�0 and sB0 are �tted from other sum rules, while f� andfB are the pion and B meson deay onstants, respetively, and mB standsfor the B meson mass. M1 and M2 are the Borel parameters.3. ResultsThe orrelation funtion de�ned in Eq. (5) is evaluated in the spaelikeregion of the variables s1; s2; and Q2, see [9℄ for details. The di�erent terms



4414 P. Urbanemerging from this alulation an be traed to three kinds of physial ef-fets: the hard gluon, soft gluon, and quark ondensate ontribution. Theyan be ordered aording to the powers of �s and 1=m2b , and thus the al-ulation inludes the twist-2 and 3 hard gluon e�ets as well as soft gluone�ets of twist 3 and 4. The latter are suppressed by the quark mass butnot by �s so that they beome numerially of the same order as the hardgluoni ones. Also we inlude the quark ondensate ontribution as a hekon the validity of the twist expansion. The alulation was done with thehelp of FORM [10℄.The result for the matrix element is,A(O8g)( �B0d ! �+��) � h��(p)�+(�q)jO8gjB(p� q)i= A(O8g)hard +A(O8g)soft +A(O8g)h�qqi ; (8)whereA(O8g)hard = i�sCF2� m2b 14�2f� s�0Z0 ds e�s=M21! m2bf�2m2BfB� 1ZuB0 duu em2B=M22�m2b=uM22 �'�(u)u + twist 3� ; (9)A(O8g)soft = �im2b 14�2f� s�0Z0 ds e�s=M21! f�m2BfB 1ZuB0 duu em2B=M22�m2b=uM22��1 + m2bum2B�h'?(1� u; 0; u) + e'?(1� u; 0; u)i! ; (10)A(O8g)h�qqi = i�sCF3� m2b �h�qqif�mb ! m2bf�2m2BfB 1ZuB0 duu� em2B=M22�m2b=uM22 �'�(u)u + twist 3� ; (11)where uB0 = m2b=sB0 . The twist-2 distribution amplitude '� as well as theomitted terms of higher twist an be found in [9℄. The parameter Æ2� deter-mines the normalization of the twist-4 quark�antiquark�gluon distributionamplitude and h�qqi is the quark ondensate density.



B ! �� Deay from QCD Light-Cone Sum Rules 4415For the sake of better numerial auray, rather than working diretlywith the deay amplitude we will onsider the following ratio of this ampli-tude to the fatorizable one:r(O8g)( �B0d ! �+��) = A(O8g)( �B0d ! �+��)A(O1)E ( �B0d ! �+��) : (12)Notably, the above ratio does not depend on fB. The parameters enteringthe numerial evaluation are f� = 132 MeV, s�0 = 0:7 GeV2, and the Borelparameter range M21 = 0:5 � 1:5 GeV2. The parameters for the B hannelare mb = 4:7�0:1 GeV, sB = 35�2GeV2, M22 = 8�12 GeV2 for the seondBorel parameter, and �b = qm2B �m2b ' 2:4GeV for the renormalizationsale of the pion distribution amplitudes and of �s, where we take the two-loop running with ��(4) = 280 MeV. However, we give an estimate of thee�et of varying this renormalization sale within the range �b=2� 2�b. Forthe quark ondensate density, we take h�qqi (1GeV) = (�240 � 10MeV)3, orequivalently ��(1 GeV) = 1:59� 0:2 GeV, and the normalization parameterof the twist-4 DA Æ2�(1GeV) = 0:17 � 0:05 GeV2.In evaluating the deay amplitude, one must deide on some form of thepion distribution amplitudes. They are given in detail in Ref. [9℄. In general,one may �rst approximate the distribution amplitudes with their asymptotiforms. Doing this, we �nd that the result is stable against variation of bothBorel parameters and that the soft gluon ontribution amounts to about 50%of the hard-gluon ontribution with an opposite sign. This is due to a fatorof 20 oming from the twist-4 DA and ompensating for the suppressionfator Æ2�=m2b . The quark-ondensate ontribution is about 30%.The inlusion of non-asymptoti orretions brings no essential hangeto the hard gluon and ondensate ontribution, but diminishes dramatiallythe role of the soft gluon ontribution, down to about �10%�+20% of thehard e�ets. This hange is due to the fat that in the kinematis of thesoft-gluon proess the gluon arries the dominant fration of the momentum,see [9℄ for a detailed explanation.Our estimate for the ratio of the gluoni-penguin and fatorizable am-plitudes is, inluding non-asymptoti e�ets,rO8g( �B0d ! �+��) = 0:035 � 0:015: (13)The unertainty above does not inlude the variation of the renormalizationsale � = �b=2� 2�b, whih adds another 20% to the error given above.As for the validity of the heavy quark limit, it is interesting to note thatthe value of rO8g given above for the physial b quark mass varies between0.6 and 1.1 of its heavy quark limit.



4416 P. UrbanTo put the gluoni penguin deay amplitude in the right perspetive,let us ompare its role with that of the fatorizable ontribution, whih isdominant in the �Bd ! �+�� deay. We also inlude the emission topologyontribution from ~O1:A( �B0d ! �+��) � h�+��jHW j �B0di= iGFp2f�f+B�(0) m2B(�u �1(�) + 2(�)3 + 22(�)r( eO1)E � �B0d ! �+����+ : : :+ �t8g(�)r(O8g) � �B0d ! �+���) ; (14)with r( eO1)E � �B0d ! �+��� � A( eO1)E � �B0d ! �+���A(O1)E ( �B0d ! �+��) ; (15)where A( eO1)E is the �B0d ! �+�� matrix element of eO1 in the emission topol-ogy. The hard ontribution to this ratio is taken from QCD fatorization [8℄while the soft part was found in [8℄. We obtain,A( �B0d ! �+��) = iGFp2f� m2B(0:28 � 0:05)(�u�1:03+[�0:004� 0:024 + 0:025i℄� + : : :� �t[0:003 � 0:008℄) ; (16)where, for onsisteny, the Wilson oe�ients [11℄ are taken at the sale �b.In Eq. (16), the �rst braket ontains the ontribution of ~O1 while the seondthat of the gluoni penguin operator. It is seen that both non-fatorizableontributions are negligibly small, but remaining suh ontributions mustbe omputed before one onludes that the deay �Bd ! �+�� is dominatedby the fatorizable amplitude.The predition of the QCD fatorization for the ratio rO8g is,r(O8g)( �B0d ! �+��)QCDfat: = �sCF2�N 0� 1Z0 du'�(u)1� u + 2��mb 1A ; (17)together with the O(��=mb) orretion whih is the only 1=mb e�et re-tained in QCD fatorization [4℄ beause of the large numerial value of ��.For mb ! 1, this result oinides with the heavy quark limit of LCSR.



B ! �� Deay from QCD Light-Cone Sum Rules 4417Subleading terms di�er, however. Apart from the fator of 2 of di�erenebetween the quark ondensate ontribution, the soft gluon orretions inLCSR are suppressed by 1=m2b and thus absent from the predition of theQCD fatorization. While this omission is onsistent on the grounds ofpower-ounting, it has been shown to matter numerially.4. ConlusionWe have presented the results of the alulation of the gluoni penguinoperator ontribution to B ! �� deay, done in Ref. [9℄. Using LCSR madeit possible to inlude the soft and hard gluon e�ets systematially withinthe same sheme. In this way the �nite quark mass e�ets were seen to beimportant. On the other hand, the overall size of the result suggests that thegluoni penguin operator does not play signi�ant role in the �Bd ! �+��deay.This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Si-enti� Researh (KBN) grant 5P03B09320. I would also like to thank theHertie Foundation and the Humboldt Foundation.REFERENCES[1℄ R. Fleisher, Phys. Rep. 370, 537 (2002).[2℄ D. Cronin-Hennessy et al. [CLEO Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 515(2000); B. Aubert [BABAR Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 281802(2002); B.C. Casey et al. [Belle Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev.D66, 092002 (2002).[3℄ M. Ciuhini, E. Frano, G. Martinelli, M. Pierini, L. Silvestrini, Phys. Lett.B515, 33 (2001).[4℄ M. Beneke, G. Buhalla, M. Neubert, C.T. Sahrajda, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83,1914 (1999); Nul. Phys. B606, 245 (2001).[5℄ I.I. Balitsky, V.M. Braun, A.V. Kolesnihenko, Nul. Phys. B312, 509 (1989).[6℄ V.M. Braun, I.E. Filyanov, Z. Phys. C44, 157 (1989).[7℄ V.L. Chernyak, I.R. Zhitnitsky, Nul. Phys. B345, 137 (1990).[8℄ A. Khodjamirian, Nul. Phys. B605, 558 (2001).[9℄ A. Khodjamirian, T. Mannel, P. Urban, Phys. Rev. D67, 054027 (2003).[10℄ J.A. Vermaseren, math-ph/0010025.[11℄ G. Buhalla, A.J. Buras, M.E. Lautenbaher, Rev. Mod. Phys. 68, 1125 (1996).


